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ABSTRACT This project aims at enhancing our understanding of the human sensory, orientation and balance system, by combining ground, parabolic flight, and ISS experiments. The authors propose to reuse the ESA off-axis rotator (which flew onboard the Spacelab during the Neurolab STS-90 mission) on-board the International Space Station to continue studies on the adaptation of the linear acceleration sensing capability during space flight. Comparison between data collected on astronauts in-flight and on the ground, both in the laboratory and during parabolic flights, will bring new information regarding the effects of artificial gravity as a countermeasure for vestibular deconditioning. On Earth, the otolith organs detect head orientation in the vestibular system. This information, together with visual, proprioceptive and tactile cues, is used for our orientation, balance and the co-ordination of our posture and movements. The otoliths, small calcium-carbonate particles that rest on two tiny sacs lined with hair cells (the saccule and the utricle), inform the brain about how the head is positioned relative to the gravity vector. This balance-sensing organ together with three semicircular canals (which provide the brain information on rotation about the three axes) forms the vestibular apparatus. Head tilt is not sensed by the otoliths in the absence of gravity, but the inertial force of translation motion is still detected. The lack of the constant input from the otoliths and/or the misinterpretation of the data provided to the central nervous system is presumably involved in the generation of Space Motion Sickness (SMS). SMS is experience by roughly 70% of astronauts during flight and has a strong operational impact on psychological state and task performance. Microgravity provides a powerful tool that allows study of the responses elicited specifically by linear acceleration due to translation, without the confounding linear acceleration of gravity. Linear acceleration can be generated in space by means of a centrifugal force. This project proposes to: - Re-use the ESA Visual and Vestibular Integration System (VVIS) off-axis rotator on-board the International Space Station and follow on the studies started with the experiments done on Neurolab in 1998. - Carry out integrated research into oculomotor responses, subjective illusion orientation and motion sickness symptoms. - Add to the current VVIS a somatosensory plate allowing the subject to continuously report his/her subjective horizontal during centrifugation, - Add a virtual reality goggle for displaying a virtual horizon or visual scenes in motion. - Upgrade the current VVIS design for the ISS (e.g. use of digital camera and recorders, lighter computers and visual display). - Perform parabolic flights that will enable to obtain unique experimental conditions during which the brain will receive otolith information with a change in roll tilt relative to the vertical, whereas the semicircular canals and the other proprioceptors (e.g. muscles and tactile cues) will not detect any actual roll tilt of the body. - Test, during the parabolic flights, subjects with and without Pre-flight Adaptation Training (PAT) exposure. This project will expand our knowledge on the effects of steady-state linear acceleration on human spatial orientation and motion sickness, and pave the way on artificial gravity in space in preparation for planetary missions. Despite the considerable number of space studies on the effects of space flight on spatial orientation, the mechanisms by which the brain distinguishes linear acceleration from a translation (movement) of the body and tilt from gravity on Earth, and the 1



exact causes of SMS, remain largely unknown. Questions such as what is the minimum value and duration of artificial gravity exposure for a useful countermeasure against vestibular, cardio-vascular and muscle deconditioning are critical for long-duration space missions. Answers to these questions will be addressed by our project by using various levels of centrifugal force. Most of the neuroscience research in space is focused on understanding the mechanism involved in the brain’s interpretation of the body’s orientation in 3-D space. With sufficient information in hand, researchers can develop procedures to protect space crew members from related disturbances, especially when they return to Earth after long space voyages. However, the results of this research are also applicable to patients with gait and postural disorders of neurological origin, including elderly people for whom falls may have especially serious consequences. Changes in the human body during space flight often resemble the effect of aging. In-flight observations of young astronauts have revealed similar degradation in balance control to that which occurs with age in Earth-bound subjects. For example, decreases in visual (near accommodation, distance perception, smooth pursuit) and vestibular (low frequency vestibulo-ocular reflex, postural stability) performances are noted both in astronauts in space and in elderly people on Earth. In the astronauts’ case, however, it is obvious that the degradation must be considered in terms of adaptation of the neurovestibular system to the microgravity conditions, and a temporary loss of the inner-ear information. Astronauts coming back to Earth report problems of dizziness and imbalance, and it remains extremely important to understand the way they slowly re-adapt to 1g conditions as it can be closely matched to patients with vestibular disorders or elderly people on Earth. Therefore, the acquired knowledge can be applied to develop clinical counter measures and advanced instrumentation for monitoring and diagnostics. REFERENCE RESEARCH AND STATE OF THE ART Under the scientific supervision of Gilles Clément, director of the Centre de Recherche Cerveau et Cognition of the French CNRS, the authors had access to many fundamental and advanced research papers such as: Arrott AP, Young LR (1986) M.I.T./Canadian Vestibular Experiments on the Spacelab-1 mission: 6. Vestibular reactions to lateral acceleration following 10 days of weightlessness. Exp Brain Res 64:347-357 Arrott AP, Young LR (1990) Perception of linear acceleration in weightlessness. Aviat Space Environ Med 61(4):319326 Bellossi F, Clément G, Cohen B, Cork M (1998) EDEN: A payload dedicated to neurovestibular research for Neurolab. Acta Astronautica 42, 1-8, pp 59-67 Clark B, Graybiel A (1966) Perception of the visual horizon in normal and labyrinthine defective observers during prolonged rotation. Am J Psychol 79: 608-612 Clément G, (2001) A World Without Gravity: The Human Sensory and Balance System. ESA SP-1251, pp 93-110 Clément G, Moore S, Raphan T, Cohen B (2001) Perception of tilt (somatogravic illusion) in response to sustained linear acceleration during space flight. Exp Brain Res (in press). Gillinham KK, Wolfe JW (1985) Spatial orientation in flight. In: Dehart RL (ed) Fundamentals of Aerospace Medicine. Lea Febiger, Philadelphia. Pp 299-381 Graybiel A (1952) the oculogravic illusion. AMA Arch Opthalmol 48: 605-615 Moore ST, Clément G, Raphan T, Cohen B (2000) The human response to artificial gravity in a weightlessness environment: Results from the Neurolab centrifugation experiments. In: El-Genk MS (ed) Space Technology and Applications International Forum 2000. American Institute of Physics, College Park MD, pp 206-211 Moore S, Clément G, Raphan T, Cohen B (2001) Ocular counter-rolling reflex (OCR) induced by centrifugation during orbital space flight. Exp Brain Res (in press) Parker DE et al. (1985) Otolith tilt translation reinterpretation following prolonged weightlessness: implications for preflight training. Aviat Space Environ Med 56:601-607 No significant work has been carried out in investigating otolith response of the neurovestibular system since the Neurolab STS-90 experiments aboard Spacelab, which represents the current state of the art for experimental data. Indeed, this proposal builds on the results of the study with the aim of enhancing our understanding of the human sensory, orientation and balance system, through a more comprehensive and all-inclusive research (i.e. on the ground, during parabolic-flight and on the ISS). In particular, the parabolic flights will give the possibility to study for the first time the neurovestibular response under a variable (i.e. 0-2g) vertical gravitational environment.
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